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Introduction
Radiotherapy (RT) is the most effective way to treat cerebral 

tumors when surgical resection is not possible. The markers of RT 
effectiveness as well as the features of cerebral neurodynamics 
in the localization of the pathological process in the right and left 
hemispheres are practically not studied. Aims to investigate the 
dynamics of functional brain activity in patients with tumor lesions 
of mediobasal regions in the right or left hemispheres, positively 
affected by the radiotherapy.

Materials and Methods
The main observation group consisted of 10 patients with 

meningiomas of mediobasal regions (in 6 patients meningioma 
was in the right hemisphere, in 4 patients in the left hemisphere). 
The result of their stereotactic RT therapy was a reduction in 
tumor size (according to MRI). The condition of the patients was 
evaluated in dynamics: before the start of RT, immediately after 
its completion and after 6 months. At each control point, along 
with MRI study, the neuropsychological testing was performed 
according to the method of A.R. Luria [1], as well as an EEG study. 
The visual memorization was conducted [2] to identify and track 
the dynamics of executive functions’ disorders (voluntary attention 
and its spatial distribution, visual working memory) observed in 
patients before treatment. The EEG study included 18-channel 
monopolar registration of biopotentials, using Nichon Kohden  
electroencephalograph (the reference – indifferent ear electrodes,  

 
bandpass - 0.3-35 Hz). Then the coherent spectral analysis was 
applied to the artifact-free EEG-segments (minimum - 60 seconds) 
of the resting state (eyes-closed and eyes-opened), as well as 
during visual memorization, using MBN-Neurokartograph software 
(Russia). The coherent quantitative EEG (СohEEG) parameters were 
calculated over the ranges of normal frequencies (delta-, theta-, 
alpha1-3, beta1-2) for all possible combinations of electrodes. 
The topography and reliability of CohEEG changes during visual 
memorization compared with the background with open eyes was 
determined using a specialized statistical software package based 
on the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test [3,4]. The control group 
included data from a similar study of 12 healthy subjects.

Results
The spatial changes of CohEEG in healthy people during 

visual memorization are shown in Figure 1I. The diffuse changes 
in connectivity were characteristic for them relative to the resting 
state with open eyes, pronounced to varying degrees in all frequency 
ranges. More generalized CohEEG attenuation was observed in the 
theta- and alpha-1 bands. More local bilateral changes in alpha-3 
and beta-1 rhythms in symmetrical frontal regions were detected, 
associated with increased visual attention, according to the 
literature [5]. In all alpha subranges, there was the predominance 
of reactively altered CohEEG in the fronto-temporal regions of the 
right hemisphere (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The changes of EEG coherency in different frequency bands during the visual memorization task compared to the background with 
open eyes. I – healthy subjects (n=12), II – patients with left meningiomas in dynamics (n=6), III - patients with right meningiomas in dynamics 
(n=4); A) before RT,  B) 6 months after RT. Red lines mark a significant coherence increase; green - a significant decrease (Mann-Whitney 
test, p<0.05).

In patients with temporal mediobasal tumors before treatment, 
the EEG responses while visual memorization (Figure 1 IIA and III 
A) were as different as possible from the normal response, however, 
they had their own specificity due to lateralization of the lesion. 
The “depletion” of CohEEG changes was characteristic of both 
groups in the form of the decrease in the number of reactive bonds, 
especially interhemispheric, as well as the weakening or areactivity 
of the frontal cortical regions. In most frequency ranges (excepted 
beta), the weakening of CohEEG was more pronounced in patients 
with lesions of the left hemisphere (Figure 1 IIA), in particular, the 
weaking of CohEEG in alpha-1 and beta-1 ranges was observed. This 
corresponded to the violations during the oral/verbal reproduction 
of visual information, uncharacteristic for patients with right-sided 
lesion [6].

Six months after RT, EEG response while visual memorization 
in patients with lesions of the left hemisphere demonstrated 
the tendency to normalization (Figure 1 IIB): the increase in 
the number of reactively changing interhemispheric and left 
hemispheric CohEEG, especially in the alpha-1, alpha-2 and beta-
1 ranges. This was accompanied by the decrease in the number of 
visual memory errors made by patients during neuropsychological 
testing. In patients with a tumor of the right temporal lobe (Figure 
1 IIB), the features of EEG response normalization were manifested 
mainly in the reactive amplification of hemispheric CohEEG in the 
delta range, as well as the increase in reactivity in alpha-2 in the 
right hemisphere. The weakening/areactivity of CohEEG rhythms 
of a higher frequency (alpha-3 and beta), especially in the anterior 
cortical regions, was greater in the right hemisphere. This was 
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associated with the increase in the number of visual memorization 
errors during neuropsychological testing [7].

Conclusion
A comparative analysis of CohEEG changes while memorizing 

images of healthy subjects and patients with meningiomas of the 
mediobasal regions in the right and left temporal lobes before and 
after RT showed the correspondence of the spatial organization of 
the EEG response to the presence and severity of a cognitive defect 
in pathology according to neuropsychological testing. The brain 
reactivity features, connected with therapeutic radiation exposure 
were revealed, as well as the adaptive brain strategies to the effects 
of RT, associated with tumor lateralization. The improvement of EEG 
markers of visual memorization 6 months after RT corresponded to 
the direction of the substrate changes (the reduction in tumor size). 
This data indicates that the CohEEG spatial organization analysis 
is informative for assessing the effectiveness of radiotherapy in 
patients with cerebral pathology.
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